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The lost of serendipity
Fragmentation, ghettoization, polarization

Dieses Wiki hat ein Problem


Is the Moon really made out of cheese?

I was always told as a child that the Moon was made entirely out of green cheese. However, after the faked Moon Landings, Scientists have been trying to convince us that it is not.

What does the Bible teach us about the composition of the Moon? Does it say anything about cheese?

I just wondered where my parents obtained this fact.

Last edited by Bob4God; 01-09-2010 at 06:55 PM. Reason: Fixed typo

PRINCESS DIANA'S DEATH:
INTRODUCTION & OVERVIEW - COVERUPS.COM

Ever since Princess Diana's tragic death on August 31, 1997, millions of words have been written and spoken about what really happened that night she died, and why. Perhaps, not unlike the murder of JFK, we will never truly know the whys and wherefores of that night.

What Happened That Night: The Accident

At precisely 12:15 A.M. on Sunday, August 31, 1997, the security staff of the Ritz Hotel were alerted.

Dodi and Diana were ready to depart through the rear entrance of the hotel. The green Range Rover and the decapitated black Mercedes (the latter driven by the hotel's senior limousine driver) pulled out into the Place Vendome, circled the square and then returned to their parking spots.

No Weapons Allowed

ATTENTION CRIMINALS
This is a Defense Free Zone Crime
All Law-Abiding Citizens of the Establishment
Have Been Disarmed For Your Convenience
Enjoy The Environment

No Weapons Allowed

Attention Silly Liberals: Only 14% Prefer Government-Regulated Economy Over Free Market, Likely voters

Very Unfairable Ratings for Harry Reid, Nancy Pelosi Hit New High. With modern congressional elections just a week away, the number of voters who view Speaker of the House Nancy Pelosi and Senate Majority Leader Harry Reid Very Unfair have reached their highest levels yet, especially among the critical Independent Voters.

Conservatives are trouncing liberals in the bellwether Niskiout...
The RENDER project

- Develop methods, techniques, software and data sets that will leverage diversity as a crucial source of innovation and creativity.
  - scale to very large amounts of data and hundreds of thousands of users, but also to a plurality of points of views and opinions
  - realistic data sets
  - open source extensions to popular communication and collaboration platforms (MediaWiki, WordPress)

- RENDER’s results will be showcased
  - diversity-aware Wikipedia
  - diversity-minded access to journalistic content
  - novel customer management support in global enterprises.

**RENDER will help realize a world where information is acquired and shared in a fundamentally different manner than the consensual approach promoted by movements such as Web 2.0, and where communication and collaboration across the borders of social, cultural or professional communities are truly enabled via advanced Web technology, supporting one of the credos of European society: “United in diversity”**.
This workshop

...aims to provide an interdisciplinary forum for researchers and practitioners to present and discuss their ideas related to the challenges posed by diversity on the Web.

Topics

- Risks and advantages of diversity and diversification on the Web
- Facets of knowledge diversity and conceptual and formal models for representing and understanding diversity
- Discovery and mining of corpora for diversity-related information
- Use of Natural Language Processing techniques for diversity mining
- Classifying Web 2.0 content items such as blog posts, videos, tweets, and wiki-edits by their biases
- Usage and benefits of diversity in the corporate context, e.g. in order to understand feedback and communication with the customer
- Enabling or improving communication and collaboration over barriers induced by diversity
- Extensions to Web applications taking diversity into account
- Exposing and explaining diversity to end users
- User experiences avoiding the radicalization of groups by exposing them to alternatives
- User interfaces allowing the explicit annotation of content with diversity markers
- Studies on the acceptance by end-users of diversified applications.
Organization
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Program

- Rakebul Hasan, Katharina Siorpaes, Reto Krummenacher and Fabian Flöck. Towards a Knowledge Diversity Model
- Andreea Bizau, Delia Rusu and Dunja Mladenic. Expressing Opinion Diversity
- Mikalai Tsytsarau, Themis Palpanas and Kerstin Denecke. Scalable Detection of Sentiment-Based Contradictions
- Afternoon coffee break
- Alessandro Agostini, Devika P. Madalli and Prasad A.R.D. Faceted Approach To Diverse Query Processing
- Mitja Trampus and Dunja Mladenic. Approximate subgraph matching for detection of topic variations
- Ravali Pochampally and Kamalakar Karlapalem. Mining Diverse Views from Related Articles
- Closing discussion